
RECATEGORIZATION OF MUTUAL FUNDS...IS IT TIME TO REVIEW YOUR PORTFOLIO? 

Dear Sir/Mam, 

SEBI has mandated all fund houses to re categorize their various schemes into distinct heads based on 

their underlying investment style.  To implement this, the fund houses have sent information to all 

investors giving them option to either remain invested or exit in a particular time frame.  Many investors 

are confused on the next course of action. 

What is Re categorization and why? 

As per this mandate each fund house may have only one scheme in each category.  This step has been 

taken to assist Investors identify funds as suited to their needs and risk profile and to narrow down the 

confusing many options under each category.  Earlier there were too many funds being managed by the 

same fund house  in each category.  Also many fund houses would alter the base portfolio or mandate in 

order to generate alpha or superior returns.  So in effect you would have a fund that you thought was a 

large but it was also dappling into mid cap stocks to generate higher returns while  exposing the investor 

to higher risk. 

The investor was thus unable to choose and invest as per his requirement.  SEBI brought about Re 

categorization to address this issue. 

What are these changes and how do these impact most investors? 

In majority of the cases, these changes are purely external (name change or category change)and would 

have no major impact on the fundamentals of the fund. In some cases however, the funds would involve 

positioning themselves in the correct category as per their investing style and fundamentals.  For 

example a particular fund, presently categorized as large cap exposes the investors to midcaps (this 

could be either because the AUM has become too big or because the fund manager wants to generate 

higher returns).  Under the new system, this fund would either have to shed the midcap exposure or 

change its investment mandate and get re categorized as per its investment style. 

The fund houses have already factored in these changes as mandated by SEBI and have aligned their 

portfolio to the new re categorization.  

So what should an investor do? 

1. Whether you are a new investor or an experienced one, the revamp is aimed at making the 

process of investing simpler... so this change is good! 

2. Closely monitor the funds in your portfolio and exit if it is found that a particular fund has 

changed its mandate and is now not suited to your  risk profile. 

3. The fund houses offer a window of opportunity to exit these funds without any penalty/exit load. 

4. Choose funds not on the basis of returns but on the basis of your risk profile and investment 

style(consult us before your take a decision...we have done all the research and are geared up to 

assist you). 



5. In the near future some of the high performing funds may take a hit because now they have to 

stick to a predetermined mandate( for example a large cap fund cannot have mid cap exposure 

to generate superior returns). So have patience ...if the fund is good! 

6. DO NOT INVEST ON THE BASIS OF PAST RECORD OR PAST RETURNS.  The new changes have 

rendered the past track record irrelevant. 

7. Please wait for 2-3 quarters to monitor the funds' performance and then take a call.(we are 

keeping an eye on same and would get back to you in case if a change is required) 

8. Avoid comparing a fund with its peers as they too have undergone some changes.  Compare 

with the corresponding index instead. 

9. Lastly, if you are looking to expand your existing portfolio, opt for schemes without significant 

changes in their portfolio.  However, if you are holding funds with visible changes, still there is 

no need to panic.  Please Review and if the fund is as per your risk profile and investment 

style...HOLD! 

10. Please continue to monitor. 

In case if you still have some apprehensions, please do not hesitate to call us.  We shall be happy to 

assist! 

With kind regards 

 

Anupama Bhargava CFPcm,MBA 

CEO Beekay Associates 

9899023533 


